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CREATED IN 
AUSTRALIA  
BY COLORISTS,  
FOR COLORISTS.
After five years of intensive research and development, 
muk Haircare launches muk Hybrid Cream Hair 
Color – a unique and dynamic range of color that 
transcends all the boundaries and limits of traditional 
professional hair colorants. 

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color is the world’s most 
advanced and complete hybrid hair color system. 
Pioneering new technologies to create the perfect 
color, muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color includes  
HPT – Hybrid Pigment Technology and  
CTC – Cationic Tri-Plex Compound™. 

It delivers unsurpassed tone, intensity and longevity, 
along with luminous shine and hair condition.

With over 103 intermixable hybrid shades,  
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color offers an infinite  
color palette and artistic freedom for the most creative 
and discerning colorist. 

Formulated using almost 80% naturally derived 
ingredients from plants, minerals and water, our 
signature blend of Baobab oil, Avocado oil and 
Cationic Tri-Plex Compound cares for your clients 
and their hair. 
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ONE  
TUBE.  
SIX  
RESULTS.
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• Permanent coloring

• Demi Permanent coloring

• Intense Demi Permanent coloring

• Color balancing 

• Blonde toning

• Men’s grey blending

All without compromising color performance, 
while maintaining intensity, longevity and  
the hair’s integrity.

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color also utilises unique 
cluster pigment technology, allowing micro hybrid 
pigments to penetrate into the hair with ease 
and then bonding together to form large color 
molecules, resulting in unsurpassed vibrancy  
and longevity.

Hybrid Pigment Technology allows us to utilise 
some of the lowest ammonia levels in the 
professional color segment, as little as 0.4%.  
This ultra-low ammonia level assists to reduce 
damage to the hair, swelling of the hair shaft  
and odour.

Once inside the cortex, the smaller individual 
proteins attract and cluster together. 

When joined, these large clusters develop in and 
on the hair. The result is a vibrant and rich color 
achieving 100% grey coverage, even on the most 
resistant grey hair.

The clusters, once formed in the cortex,  
are ‘locked’ in place and unable to release through 
the protected cuticle. 

HYBRID PIGMENT  
TECHNOLOGY (HPT)
Unlike conventional color pigments, the unique hybrid pigment 
developed by muk Haircare converts and performs based on 
the muk Hybrid Developer or Lotion used.  
HPT was engineered to deliver six results from a single color 
pigment. These are:
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Exclusive to the muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color system  
is Cationic Tri-Plex Compound (CTC).

CATIONIC TRI-PLEX  
COMPOUND (CTC)

CTC is produced by blending plant based  
free-form amino acids in the same proportions as  
they are found in human hair. It delivers the closest 
possible replication of human hair keratin protein 
into all areas of the hair to help protect,  
repair and strengthen, whilst accurately and 
precisely coloring hair with unsurpassed shine  
and condition. 

CTC has a molecular weight range from 150 
to 2,500. The smaller molecules allow deep 
penetration into the hair shaft helping to 
reconstruct and increase hair strength during  
the coloring process. Larger molecules develop  
on the hair surface, assisting as a porosity 
equaliser resulting in a more even,  
consistent color result. 
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CLUSTER PIGMENT  
TECHNOLOGY (CPT)

This clustering activates upon contact with  
the hair. Processing doesn’t begin in the bowl,  
it begins on application. This allows the color  
to save full power and strength to every section 
it is applied, whether it’s the first stroke of the 
application or the last. 

These technologies give you better coverage and 
vibrancy, longer lasting and significantly less fade.

It’s how these pigments convert with muk Hybrid 
Developers and Lotions in conjunction with the 
hair type and texture that make this color range 
absolutely unique.

Combined with unique Cluster Pigment Technology (CPT), 
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color allows these micro sized 
hybrid pigments to easily penetrate deep into the cortex 
when required and attract together to form larger  
‘locked’ color clusters.

Mixed intermediate pigments in a bowl. Mixed intermediate pigments upon application.
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NATURAL 
PLANT BASED 
INGREDIENTS
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AVOCADO OIL BAOBAB OIL

Baobab oil is harvested from the 
fruit of the Baobab tree. The Baobab 
tree grows in the hot arid regions of 
the African continent and is known 
to locals as the ‘tree of life’.

The Baobab tree typically lives for 500 years and 
possesses the unique ability to maintain moisture 
levels during times of long drought.

Baobab oil is comprised of a mixture of fatty acids, 
Vitamin E and Vitamin D. Much like the tree itself, 
the oil allows hair to also maintain high levels of 
hydration for extended periods of time. During 
the coloring process, Baobab oil penetrates deep 
into the hair shaft infusing moisture to maintain 
the hair’s optimum hydration levels, resulting in 
increased elasticity, strength and shine. 

Avocado oil contains multiple  
nutrients such as Vitamins A, B, D, E 
and amino acids, to assist in  
nourishing and protecting the hair 
during the color process.

The high fat content of Avocado oil is perfect 
for clients with scalp sensitivity. Avocado oil is 
easily absorbed into the scalp, whilst forming a 
protective barrier during the coloring process. 

In addition, Avocado oil is a rich source of 
Omega-9 (oleic acid) and aids in reducing redness 
and skin irritation. 
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WHY  
MUK  
HYBRID  
CREAM  
HAIR  
COLOR?
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1. ONE TUBE. SIX RESULTS.
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color gives you six 
different high performance options from one tube. 

Permanent 
Perfect coloring every time. Simply mix muk 
Hybrid Cream Hair Color with the correct muk 
Hybrid Developer (3%, 6%, 9% or 12%) and you 
will create beautiful permanent hair color that will 
cover grey hair 100% with natural, yet completely 
covered results.

Demi permanent 
When mixed with muk Hybrid Lotion, muk Hybrid 
Cream Hair Color will transform itself into a gentle 
yet vibrant, long lasting demi permanent hair color 
that delivers beautiful tone on tone results, that will 
gently fade from the hair. 

For blending use on hair with up to 30% grey.

muk Hybrid Lotion is used when no lift or tone  
is required on natural hair, where little or no  
grey is present.

Intense demi permanent 
When mixed with muk Hybrid Intense Lotion,  
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color transforms itself 
into a powerful demi permanent hair color.  
It will produce beautiful intense fashion  
shades and blend those greys when you  
don’t think it’s necessary to take your client  
to a permanent color.

For blending use on hair with up to 50% grey.

muk Hybrid Intense Lotion is used for vibrant 
shades, vibrant fashion color balancing or where a 
higher percentage of grey is present in the hair.

Color balancing 
No longer do you need to try and match a demi 
from a different color range for perfect color 
balancing. Now you can color balance with the 
exact same muk Hybrid shade that you applied to 
the re-growth, to the mid lengths and ends for a 
perfectly balanced, even color with repair, strength 
and shine. 

Select muk Hybrid Lotion for natural or cooler 
shade balancing, or muk Hybrid Intense Lotion  
for warmer fashion shade balancing.

Blonde toning 
After pre-lightening, the gentle low ammonia 
formula along with the technology of CTC and 
HTP, will convert your muk Hybrid Cream Hair 
Color into a beautiful blonde toner that will 
produce even, shiny, beautifully toned crisp  
and clear blondes. 

The addition of muk Hybrid Converter transforms 
blonde toners into a no lift blonde highlight toner 
that tones only the pre-lightened hair, leaving the 
natural hair around it shiny and soft.

Men’s grey blending 
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color incorporates a 
number of shades that can be used to ‘mask and 
blend’ men’s greys (up to 30%) to achieve a cool 
and natural result that will naturally fade from the 
hair, leaving no re-growth or trace of color.  
Inter-Blend Man colors are a double ash pigment. 
These cool shades ensure that unwanted brassy 
tones are not present.

For use on up to 30% grey. 

This is an express 5 minute service.
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2. 100% GREY COVERAGE 
The incredible delivery power of muk Hybrid 
Pigment Technology allows you to achieve 100%  
grey coverage on even the most resistant hair.

This delivery method allows the micro pigment 
clusters to develop when they are in perfect 
position, ensuring that they are developing to  
their maximum capacity at just the right time. 
When processing is complete, hair is perfectly 
covered 100% on shade, whilst the strength and 
integrity of the hair is constantly maintained. 

3. SHINE & CONDITION
The first thing noticeable after rinsing muk  
Hybrid Cream Hair Color from the hair is the  
shine and condition. Before you see the results, 
you will feel them.

Hair is lustrous, strong and hydrated. The delivery 
of the Cationic Tri-Plex Compound, Avocado and 
Baobab Oils in the nourishing cream formula 
leaves the hair strong and shiny.

4. ENDLESS COLOR CHOICE
If you can imagine it, you can create it.  
There are endless possibilities you can create 
with muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color and your 
imagination. All shades are totally intermixable.

5. ULTRA LOW AMMONIA
Why do we use ammonia? Ammonia is actually a 
very gentle way to allow perfect deposit of color 
into the hair. There are other options that could be 
used, but they can be stronger, harsher and more 
damaging to the hair.

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color uses a calibrated 
ammonia system. This simply means that each 
shade only uses the lowest and right amount of 
ammonia it needs to produce the perfect color. 

Generally speaking, darker colors contain very 
little ammonia and the amount increases in  
lighter colors as it is needed, to provide adequate 
lift and deposit.

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color contains an averge 
ammonia level of an ultra low 0.4% ammonia 
which is extremely gentle. When mixed with muk 
Hybrid Lotions and Developers, these ultra low 
ammonia levels work in synergy to create the 
best color results possible, whilst maintaining the 
integrity of the hair. 

6. WATER SOLUBLE
Because muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color is water 
soluble, it is not necessary to shampoo it from  
the hair. It rinses clear with water. 

We do however recommend finishing a color  
or bleaching service with Vivid muk Color Lock 
Shampoo and Conditioner to further increase the 
lasting power of the color and further reduce fade.

7. SUPERIOR LIFT ABILITY
In order to achieve perfect color results,  
hair color must be lifted to the correct level.  
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color has superior lifting  
ability, ensuring colorants are being deposited 
on the correct level. HPT and ultra low ammonia 
levels allow increased lift actions with lower 
volumes of peroxide, further maintaining the 
integrity of the hair during the coloring process, 
whilst reducing porosity and fade.
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8. LOW SENSITIVITY 
Using ultra low ammonia levels, low fragrance 
and a high percentage of plant based ingredients 
means less chance of sensitivity to the scalp. 
It is always recommended to perform a patch  
test prior to coloring. 

The Avocado oil in muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color 
helps to further reduce any irritation to even the 
most sensitive scalps.

9. EASY MIXING & APPLICATION 
The water-soluble cream mixes easily with  
muk Hybrid Lotions and Developers. Color 
adheres perfectly to the hair and does not lift  
from the scalp when coloring the root area.  
The smooth consistency is easy to apply to  
the hair, providing faster application time.

10. LESS WASTE 
The mixing ratio of 1:1.5 for normal coloring 
means you have a generous amount of product to 
work with when mixed. A typical regrowth requires 
20g of color, allowing you 50g of prepared color to 
work with. This combined with the consistency of 
the mixed color means the application is easy and 
less color cream is required. 

11. PROFESSIONAL ONLY 
muk Haircare has always prided itself on being  
a professional only brand for HAIRDRESSERS  
and this tradition continues with muk Hybrid 
Cream Hair Color.

 

12. VALUE 
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color is packaged in a 
100g tube. This provides excellent value to the 
salon and when mixed with muk Hybrid Lotions 
and Developers, it can give you as many as five 
re-growth applications from just one tube.

13. SUPPORT 
Our Technical Support Team is always available  
to answer questions and are only a phone call 
away. Group training, guest artists and hands  
on workshops are also readily available. Please 
refer to the muk Haircare Education Calendar  
for further details and dates.

muk Technical Hotline 1300 014 929 
 

FORMULATED  
USING ALMOST 

80% NATURALLY 
DERIVED 

INGREDIENTS 
FROM PLANTS, 

MINERALS  
AND WATER.
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FREE 
FROM  
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MEA
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FREE 
FROM  
PPD  
AND 
MEA

PARAPHENALENADIAMINE 

The main concern with this ingredient is that it is 
an allergen and can create acute skin reactions on 
the scalp, ears, or neck – or wherever it comes into 
contact with your skin. 

Data from studies are sufficient to demonstrate that 
PPD has potential skin-sensitising properties.

Several cases of contact dermatitis have been 
reported following occupational exposure to dyes 
containing the chemical.

Patients with severe reactions suffer from painful 
rashes around the hair line or on the face. Facial 
swelling is also common. Some reactions are so 
serious that the sufferers must be hospitalised.

MONO ETHANOLAMINE 

The official terminology is Mono ethanolamine.  
It is an organic chemical compound that is a 
primary amine and primary alcohol.  It can be 
toxic, flammable and corrosive at high amounts.   
It is used as a replacement pH adjuster in hair 
color that is considered ammonia-free.  

As a substitute for ammonia, it is poor.  It has a 
much higher Mw than ammonia, meaning that it 
cannot penetrate into the hair as effectively or as 
easily, resulting in less color deposit and less lift.

PPD MEA

MUK HYBRID CREAM HAIR COLOR 
DOES NOT CONTAIN
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HAIR 
STRUCTURE
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HAIR STRUCTURE

The hair that grows from the hair follicle is 
considered ‘dead’. The diameter of everybody’s hair 
is uniquely different, as is the color, texture and 
shape. Hair contains three areas:

CUTICLE - THE OUTSIDE LAYER.  
It consists of predominately flat scales that fit 
together to form a protective layer to the hair  
and help control and eliminate damage to the 
layers below. 

The cuticle contributes to the elasticity and 
thickness of the hair and controls the amount of 
water that can be penetrated or lost. The cuticle 
gives the hair its shine, or lack of. It is the cuticle 
that is colored by direct pigments in hair color.

CORTEX - THE MIDDLE LAYER.  
The cortex sits beneath the cuticle and contains 
melanin. This melanin is what determines the 
hair’s natural color. The cortex also determines the 
flexibility of the hair and its ‘true strength’. 

It is the cortex that is colored when using 
intermediate pigments mixed with hydrogen 
peroxide and it’s the combination of these 
pigments and the natural melanin that determine 
the final result of artificial hair color.

 
 

Cortex 
Contains natural pigment 
(melanin) and moisture.

Medulla 
Core of the hair. 
May even be absent.

Cuticle 
Outer layer of the hair shaft.  
Works as protective scale. 
Cuticle is transparent.

Hair is made of a strong protein called Keratin and is secured to the 
scalp by a follicle. Growth of the hair commences inside the follicle 
where the only living portion of the hair is found. 

MEDULLA - THE CORE LAYER.  
The medulla is in the centre of the hair, if present 
at all, as not all hair contains a medulla. Fine and 
light blonde hair often does not contain a medulla.

The medulla determines the thickness of hair. 
Because the medulla relies on outer coatings to 
protect it, thicker hair is often so large in diameter 
it is not closed smoothly nor protected by the outer 
layers, resulting in thicker hair becoming coarse 
and unruly. The medulla has no function  
in the hair.
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POROSITY

Many factors can contribute to porosity:

• Environmental damage

• Past color and/or chemical services

• Mechanical damage caused by hair  
dryers, hot stylers, brushes, combs, etc

• Incorrect hair care 

Porosity plays a large and vital role in the final 
result of a color service and also the correct 
selection of the color and/or the developer.

The more porous the hair, the more readily  
and quickly it will accept color, but also the  
more easily it will release the color; commonly 
known as fade.

Healthy hair with a closed, flat cuticle will absorb 
hair color as intended. Any porosity within the hair 
will alter the outcome and needs to be taken into 
consideration when choosing your color shade 
and developer.

Porous hair will quickly absorb the warm tones 
from an artificial color faster than healthy hair. 
When coloring porous hair we often have to 
overcome this by adding extra yellow (gold)  
or orange (copper) tones.

The technology of CTC integrated into the muk 
Hybrid Cream Hair Color means the hair has the 
benefits of a porosity equaliser, repairing deep into 
the hair, built into every application. 

Porosity is the term used to describe the hair’s ability to absorb and hold 
liquid. This includes hair color. Porosity often looks like hair is damaged, but 
is not always visible.

Hair that has an excessively porous and open 
cuticle will benefit from a light and even 
application of Deep muk Ultra Soft Leave In 
Conditioner prior to the color application. 

This will smooth and level the cuticle surface, 
ready for colour delivery, adding to the shine and 
elasticity of the hair.
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HAIR SHAPE

THE SHAPE OF 
HAIR HAS A 
DIRECT AFFECT 
ON THE WAY 
HAIR COLOR IS 
SEEN.

Hair shape has a direct affect on the 
way hair color is seen on different 
hair because of the way the light is 
absorbed or reflected.

STRAIGHT HAIR  
Is the most reflective hair because of its smooth, 
even surface.

WAVY HAIR  
Can absorb and reflect light and can  
sometimes make the hair color appear  
slightly darker or ‘flatter’.

CURLY HAIR  
Absorbs more light than it reflects and quite often 
makes the hair look darker or flatter, particularly 
with natural or cooler shades.
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HAIR  
COLOR 
BASICS
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COLOR PIGMENTS

DIRECT PIGMENTS 
These are color pigments that are visible in a bowl, 
even before they are applied to the hair. These 
pigments do not require oxidisation and  
are applied directly to the hair. 

These colors DO NOT require mixing  
with Hydrogen Peroxide to develop. 

Direct pigments are generally larger and remain on 
the outside of the hair (the cuticle) and have  
a staining effect.

Direct pigments produce a semi permanent 
hair color that fades from the hair leaving no 
demarcation.

Artificial hair color is made up of color pigments.  
These pigments change the natural color of the hair  
and can be categorised into two categories; direct  
pigments and indirect pigments. muk Hybrid Cream  
Hair Color contains both pigment types. 

INDIRECT PIGMENTS 
Indirect pigments are also called intermediate 
pigments or oxidative pigments. 

These colors DO require mixing  
with Hydrogen Peroxide to develop. 

Using Hybrid Pigment Technology (HTC),  
these pigments develop once positioned  
within the cuticle and cortex of the hair.

Indirect pigments in muk Hybrid Cream Hair 
Color can convert to produce a demi permanent 
or permanent hair color, depending on the muk 
Hybrid Lotion or Developer it is mixed with.

Indirect pigments

Direct pigments
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MUK HYBRID CREAM HAIR COLOR

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color is the world’s most 
advanced and complete hybrid hair color system. 

With over 103 intermixable hybrid shades, muk 
Hybrid Cream Hair Color offers an infinite color 
palette and artistic freedom for the most creative 
and discerning colorist. 

Formulated using almost 80% naturally derived 
ingredients and our signature blend of Baobab  
oil, Avocado oil and Cationic Tri-Plex Compound, 
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color cares for your 
clients and their hair. 

Hair color revolves around the interaction of the 
three primary colors - blue, red and yellow. 

Each shade of hair color is a combination of the 
three primary colors in varying quantities.

Using these three primary colors, you can produce 
all other colors. 

After five years of intensive scientific research and development, 
muk Haircare launches muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color – a unique 
and dynamic range of color that transcends all the boundaries and 
limits of traditional professional hair colorants.

• When two primary colors are mixed together 
you create a secondary color. 

• When more than two colors are mixed together 
you create a tertiary color.

The three primary colors when mixed together will 
create brown. Essentially all naturally pigmented 
hair color, from the darkest to the lightest is a 
variation of brown.

Color is the result of mixing the three 
primary colors in varying quantities.

Blue Red Yellow
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PRIMARY COLORS

SECONDARY COLORS

Blue is the darkest of the 
primary colors. 

Blue absorbs more light  
than the other primary  
colors, therefore it  
appears darker.

Blue is a cool  
primary color.

Red is the brightest and most 
visible primary color. 

Red absorbs as much light  
as it reflects, therefore making 
it appear medium in darkness 
in its truest form.

Red is a warm  
primary color.

Yellow is the lightest of the  
primary colors.

Yellow reflects the most  
light, therefore it appears  
the lightest of the  
primary colors. 

Yellow is a warm  
primary color.

BLUE

VIOLET GREEN ORANGE

RED YELLOW

Remember when mixing colors together: Blue is the darkest and therefore 
the most dominant shade. It will easily over power and dominate the other 
primary colors. Red is the brightest and warmest primary color.

Secondary colors are produced by mixing two primary colors together. 
Tertiary colors are any mixture of secondary colors.

+ + +

= = =
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SELECTING THE 
APPROPRIATE SHADE

This is a guide only for color selection. Hair type, 
porosity and natural hair color must be taken into 
account when selecting the appropriate shade.

A common question of hair color is ‘what is it 
based on?’ There is no short or correct answer  
to this question, however the .0 (cool natural 
series) hybrid shades are positioned within a  
blue/violet range. 

The muk Hybrid Color Wheel indicates the position of each shade. 

During consultation and shade selection, when 
lightening, be sure to refer to the ‘Underlying 
Pigment’ chart to consider natural warmth to  
be counteracted at your target level.
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ENHANCING & NEUTRALISING

Colors opposite each other on the color wheel 
counteract or neutralise each other. This results  
in a natural color of brown to blonde.

For example, to counteract 9.3, the counteracting 
color directly opposite on the color wheel is 9.21. 
This means that the violet ash reflect of 9.21 would 
neutralise the gold of 9.3, resulting in a natural 
level 9 color. 

When lightening or darkening previously colored hair you need  
to either enhance or neutralise the underlying pigment to achieve  
the correct result. 

GREEN NEUTRALISES 
RED

BLUE NEUTRALISES  
ORANGE

VIOLET NEUTRALISES 
YELLOW

+ + +

= = =

DARK BROWN MID BROWN LIGHT BROWN

Likewise, for maximum vibrancy and longevity  
of a color, the selected reflect sits best on its 
correct level of underlying pigment. For example, 
to achieve a true copper, a level 7 should be 
chosen as the underlying pigment as level  
7 is orange. This is the correct underlying  
pigment for a copper to be placed.
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INTERNATIONAL COLOR CODE

The numbers before the point (.) represent the 
depth (darkness or lightness).

This is represented by number levels 1 – 10.

When the two numbers before the point (.) are the 
same (eg. 44.0 or 77.62) it indicates intensity of 
the tone providing more coverage or vibrancy.

The numbers after the point (.) represent the tone 
of the shade. 

Where two numbers are present after the point, the 
first number represents the primary shade (most 
dominant) and the second number represents the 
secondary shade (less dominant) 
See example on the right.

NUMBER SHADE

0 Natural

1 Ash

2 Iridescent Violet

3 Gold

4 Copper

5 Mahogany

6 Red

7 Beige

8 Green

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color utilises the International Color Code (ICC), which 
is the global numbering system for hair color. This system allows for universal 
identification of the depth of a color and its reflect.
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LEVEL 7. GOLD PRIMARY REFLECT 
MAHOGANY SECONDARY REFLECT

7.35

LEVEL 6.  
GOLD REFLECT

6.3

LEVEL 5.  
INTENSE RED REFLECT.

55.66

LEVEL 5.  
COOL NATURAL REFLECT

5.0
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UNDERLYING 
PIGMENTS
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UNDERLYING 
PIGMENTS

UNDERLYING PIGMENTS

The underlying pigment is the visible pigment that 
remains in the hair at the level a bleach or color 
is lightened to. How dark the hair was at the start 
of the lightening process has no relevance to the 
remaining pigment at the end of a service.

If, for example, you lighten hair to level 7,  
the underlying pigment that remains visible is 
orange. This orange color that remains at level 
7 would be the same regardless of how dark the 
natural hair was at the start.

NATURAL  
COLOR LEVEL

DESCRIPTION  
OF NATURAL 
COLOR LEVEL

UNDERLYING 
PIGMENT

1 Black Blue

2 Darkest Brown Red

3 Dark Brown Red

4 Medium Brown Red

5 Light Brown Red

6 Dark Blonde Red Orange

7 Medium Blonde Orange

8 Light Blonde Orange / Yellow

9 Very Light Blonde Yellow

10 Extra Light Blonde Pale Yellow

The underlying pigment is the natural color that is dominant and visible  
to the eye when hair is lightened with a permanent hair color or bleach. 

It is this remaining underlying pigment (at the 
destination shade) that requires attention when 
lightening. This is important to build on when 
fashion coloring, or counteract when lightening. 

This underlying pigment also requires 
consideration when coloring previously  
colored hair darker by more than two shades.  
(Refer to the filling chart).
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MUK  
HYBRID  
LOTIONS  
AND  
DEVELOPERS
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MUK  
HYBRID  
LOTIONS  
AND  
DEVELOPERS

MUK HYBRID LOTIONS  
AND DEVELOPERS

When Hybrid Cream Hair Color and Hybrid Lotion 
or Developers are combined, they integrate to 
allow easy mixing, whilst the added delivery of 
proteins protects and repairs the hair during the 
coloring process.

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color is complemented  
by three Hybrid Lotions and four Hybrid Developers.

All Hybrid Lotions and Developers contain our exclusive  
CTC technology - Cationic Tri-Plex Compound.

They are perfectly stabilised and can be intermixed 
with muk Hybrid Cream Hair Colors. Each Hybrid 
Lotion and Developer contains complementing 
hydrating qualities, further increasing strength  
and lustre.

HYBRID LOTION AND DEVELOPER CHART

Hybrid Lotion Deposit only, Tone on Tone

Hybrid Intense Lotion Intense Tone on Tone Demi Permanent Coloring

10 volume Up to 1 level of lift / Altering shade / Tone on Tone coloring

20 volume Up to 2 levels of lift. Optimum grey coverage

30 volume Up to 3 levels of lift

40 volume Up to 4 levels of lift

Inter-Blend Man Lotion No lift, Express 5 minute men’s grey blending
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MUK  
HYBRID  
MIXING  
RATIOS  
AND  
TIMING
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MUK  
HYBRID  
MIXING  
RATIOS  
AND  
TIMING

MIXING & MEASURING

TIMING

For color pigments to develop correctly and allow 
the color to perform to its maximum capability,  
it must be measured correctly and mixed 
accurately with the appropriate muk Hybrid  
Lotion or Developer. Weighing product on 
electronic scales is the most accurate.

Incorrect variations to ratio can result in  
uneven and unpredictable results. 

THE COLOR COULD BE WRONG 
When color pigments are not developed to 
their full potential, the result may not be as you 
expected, producing a dull, underwhelming shade. 
Grey coverage can also be sacrificed.

THE COLOR COULD FADE RAPIDLY 
Intermediate pigments require time to develop and 
expand and muk’s Hybrid Pigment Technology 
requires the time to allow the micro pigments to 
cluster together. Failure to allow time for this to 
occur will result in colorants releasing from the 
hair prematurely, producing unnecessary fade.

Mixing and measuring is an important consideration  
when coloring.

Even if a processing color looks ready before the 
processing time is complete, allow it to continue  
for the full time. Removing the color early could  
result in disappointing results.
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COLORING LOTION / 
DEVELOPER MIXING RATIO TIMING

Demi Permanent Hybrid Lotion or  
Hybrid Intense Lotion 1:2 20 minutes

Normal Coloring 10 Vol, 20 Vol  
or 30 Vol 1:1.5 35 minutes

Grey Coverage 20 Vol 1:1.5 45 minutes

Intense Fashion 
Coloring

20 Vol, 30 Vol  
or 40 Vol 1:1.5 45 minutes

High Lift 11 Series 30 Vol or 40 Vol 1:2 45 minutes

High Lift 15 Series 40 Vol 1:2 60 minutes

Express Blonde Toning 
Levels 8, 9 & 10 Hybrid Lotion 1:2 Up to 10 minutes

Controlled Blonde 
Toning Levels  
8, 9 & 10

Hybrid Lotion 1:3 Up to 20 minutes

Texture Blonde Toning 
Levels 8, 9 & 10

Hybrid Lotion +  
Hybrid Converter 1:1:1 Up to 10 minutes

Color Balancing less 
than 2 levels fade

Hybrid Lotion or  
Hybrid Intense Lotion 1:2 Up to 20 minutes

High Lift and  
Deposit Series 30 Vol or 40 Vol 1:1.5 Up to 60 minutes

Inter-Blend Man Inter-Blend  
Man Lotion 1:1.5 5 minutes

MIXING, TIMING AND  
DEVELOPER CHOICE
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MIXING CHART

Simply run your finger across the chart to the quantity of hair color 
you have in the bowl and then down the chart to the amount of 
developer required for a mix ratio of 1:1.5 or 1:2.

10g 20g 30g 40g 50g 60g 70g 80g 90g 100g

Amount of 
Developer  
(Mixed 1:1.5)

15g 30g 45g 60g 75g 90g 105g 120g 135g 150g

Amount of 
Developer  
(Mixed 1:2)

20g 40g 60g 80g 100g 120g 140g 160g 180g 200g

The quick reference mixing chart shows at a glance how much muk Hybrid 
Lotion or Developer to mix with muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color.

MUK HYBRID CREAM HAIR COLOR QUANTITY
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SKIN TEST 
muk Haircare recommend a skin test prior to all 
color applications. Once you have chosen the 
shade of muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color, mix a 
small amount with the correct muk Hybrid Lotion 
or Developer.

STRAND TESTING 
If you have any doubts about the performance 
of a particular muk hybrid shade on hair for any 
reason, we recommend conducting a strand test 
prior to coloring.

To conduct a strand test, choose a small section 
of hair in a discreet area of the head and apply the 
intended color mix to the hair.

Process the strand test for full processing time  
and rinse.

45 MINS 48 HRS

Step One  
Apply mixed color to elbow or 
behind the ear.

Step One  
Intended color mix

Step Two  
Process for 45 mins then rinse.

Step Two  
Small section of hair 

Step Three  
Wait 48 hours for any signs of  
swelling and redness.

Step Three  
Processing time

Step Four  
Rinse 

Apply this mixture on the inside of the clients 
elbow or behind the ear. Leave uncovered for  
45 minutes and rinse. Leave for 48 hours.  
If no reactions or irritations appear, proceed  
with coloring. 

Assess results and make any adjustments to the 
color formula prior to full service application  
if required.
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GREY  
COVERAGE
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GREY  
COVERAGE

ACHIEVING 100% GREY COVERAGE

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color allows you to 
produce beautiful natural shades with the exact 
reflect you require. 

HPT and CTC technologies working together allow 
the color to develop and work in unison, whilst 
also working independently within the hair. They 
deliver the exact amount of colorants to the right 
area at the right time, producing perfect results.

Now, you have choice. Two natural ranges allow 
YOU to choose your preferred reflect. 

The .0 (cool natural series) produce beautiful  
cool natural results, covering grey hair up to  
100% perfectly. 

When coloring white (grey) hair, your aim is to achieve  
100% coverage with all colors, while producing a natural result. 

These naturals are built on blue and violet, 
enabling you to counteract underlying warmth 
whilst lightening, or mix with cool fashion  
shades to produce 100% grey coverage  
without reducing vibrancy. 

The double .0 (warm natural series) produce 
beautiful warm results, also covering grey hair  
up to 100% perfectly. 

These naturals are built on gold and orange, 
enabling you to enhance the natural underlying 
pigment that is exposed when coloring.  
The double .0 natural series can also be mixed 
warm with fashion shades to produce 100%  
grey coverage without reducing vibrancy.

.0 COOL NATURAL SERIES DOUBLE .0 WARM NATURAL SERIES

Both natural series provide the same 
coverage. Your choice of natural shade  
is a choice of reflect and result.  
Not greater coverage.
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% GREY MIXING RATIO

Up to 25% Grey Target shades only

25% - 50% Grey ¾ Target shade + ¼ .0 or Double .0

Over 50% Grey ½ Target shade + ½ .0 or Double .0

RESISTANT GREY COVERAGE 
Strong, tight cuticles, particularly on coarse grey 
hair, sometimes resist coverage and penetration 
from artificial colorants. muk Hybrid Cream Hair 
Color’s complex and advanced pigment delivery 
methods do not require you to reduce peroxide 
levels (increasing damage and fade) or hold 
another range of color to achieve 100% coverage 
on any hair type. 

On even the strongest, most resistant hair,  
simply use a combination of the two natural series 
(.0 and double .0) to achieve 100%  
grey coverage.

Examples on next page:

6% (20 VOL) MUK HYBRID DEVELOPER IS 
USED FOR OPTIMUM GREY COVERAGE. 

STANDARD MIX PLUS MIX POWER MIX

1 PART .0 or Double.0 
½ .0 PLUS ½  

Double .0 
1 Part .0  

or ½ .0 & ½ Dbl.0

MIXED WITH MIXED WITH MIXED WITH

1 ½  PARTS 6% /  
20 VOL

1 ½  PARTS 6% /  
20 VOL

1 PART 6% / 
 20 VOL
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GREY COVERAGE EXAMPLES 
The examples below provide case studies for three grey coverage scenarios.

Remember: It is important to always consider all factors when deciding on shade selection, including hair 
texture, porosity and existing color.

4.0 
Grey 50%

7.0 
Grey 40%

5.0 
Grey 60%

Target 
4.0

Target 
6.4

Target 
9.7

Formula:  
40g 4.0 + 60g 6% 20vol

Application + Timing: 
Apply color from roots to ends. Process 45 minutes.

Formula:  
Regrowth – 10g 66.0 + 10g 6.4 + 30g 6% 20vol 
Color Balance – 20g 6.4 + 40g Hybrid Intense Lotion

Application + Timing: 
Apply regrowth formula. Process 25 minutes. 
Apply color balance formula. Process 20 minutes.

Formula:  
10g 9.0 + 30g 9.7 + 60g 6% 20vol

Application + Timing:  
Apply color from roots to ends. Process 45 minutes.

This scenario is a natural level 4 looking to obtain  
a natural level 4 result with 100% grey coverage.

This scenario is a natural level 5 looking to obtain 
a level 6 copper result with 100% grey coverage.

1. Existing 2. Target 3. How will I achieve it?

This scenario is a natural level 7 looking to obtain  
a level 9 natural beige result with 100% grey coverage.
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MUK 
HYBRID 
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MUK 
HYBRID 
CONCENTRATES

MUK HYBRID CONCENTRATES

All muk Hybrid Concentrates must be mixed with 
muk Hybrid Lotions or Developers. 

When added to another color series, the mix of 
intermediate and direct pigments morph as one 
with the ‘host’ color and will function as the same. 

This means:

When added to a ‘host’ color series mixed with 
muk Hybrid Lotion or Hybrid Intense Lotion, the 
concentrate will also convert as a demi permanent 
color, fading gradually from the hair.

When added to a ‘host’ color series mixed with 
muk Hybrid Developer, the concentrate will also 
convert and function as a permanent color, holding 
in the hair as long as the ‘host’ shade.

muk Hybrid Concentrates allow you to customise any color.  
These concentrates can be used alone or intermixed with any 
other muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color series.

ALL MUK  
HYBRID 

CONCENTRATES 
MUST BE 

MIXED WITH 
MUK HYBRID 
LOTIONS OR 

DEVELOPERS.
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BLUE SLATE 
GREY VIOLET RED COPPER GOLD CLEAR

Use alone on  
pre-lightened  
hair

Yes  
3%

Yes  
3%

Yes  
3%

Yes  
3%

Yes  
3%

Yes  
3%

Yes  
HL

Add into  
mix with  
another  
series

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Concentrate  
is a warm  
reflect

No No No Yes Yes Yes
No  

reflect

Concentrate  
is a cool  
reflect

Yes Yes Yes No No No
No  

reflect

Amount used 
when added  
to another  
series mix

Up to  
1/2

Up to  
1/2

Up to  
1/2

Up to  
1/2

Up to  
1/2

Up to  
1/2

Any  
Amount

MUK HYBRID CONCENTRATES
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COOL  
CONCENTRATES
Cool concentrates are used to 
control or neutralise unwanted 
warm tones. 

Use on pre-lightened hair only.

Added to another series 
mix, these concentrates will 
counteract and neutralise 
unwanted warmth. 

Cool concentrates, when mixed 
with another color series, can 
make the final result appear 
darker, so use cautiously.

WARM  
CONCENTRATES
Warm concentrates are used to 
increase vibrancy and intensity 
to warm shades. 

Mixed with lotion or developer, 
these can be used on  
pre-lightened hair.

When added to another series 
mix, these concentrates will 
form part of the color and 
will increase warmth and/
or vibrancy, emulating the 
longevity of the host shade.

CLEAR
Clear contains no reflect.  
Clear can be used alone for shine 
and gloss or mixed with another 
series to create a myriad of  
pastel and vibrant shades  
on pre-lightened hair.
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COLOR  
FORMULATION 
MADE  
EASY
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COLOR  
FORMULATION 
MADE  
EASY

HAIR COLOR FORMULATION

DETERMINE THE NATURAL LEVEL
During consultation, determine the client’s natural 
level of hair color. Achieve this by using the pull 
out color swatch from the muk Hybrid Color Chart 
and hold it against the client’s hair. Look at the 
level of the natural hair, not the tonal value.

Where regrowth is present, it is the regrowth of the 
darkest area on the head that you are matching.

Use the Natural Series (.0 or Double .0) color 
swatch to determine the clients natural level.

DETERMINE EXISTING COLOR
It is important that in addition to determining  
the natural color, you also determine any  
existing previous artificial color in the hair.

Determining artificial color correctly in the 
consultation enables you to use the correct  
color and techniques for perfect coloring.

DETERMINE THE DESIRED LEVEL
Using the muk Hybrid Color Chart, select the 
appropriate target color shade.

DETERMINE THE  
PERCENTAGE OF GREY
Determine the correct percentage of grey hair 
present. This percentage will determine the 
amount of .0 or Double .0 Natural Series to be 
incorporated into your color formula if required. 
Refer to the Grey Coverage Mixing Ratio Chart  
for details. 

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color formulation is made easy  
with a very simple consultation method:

DETERMINE THE LEVELS OF LIFT
Determine the levels of lift you require from your 
natural shade to your target shade. 

When determined, use the appropriate strength  
of muk Hybrid Developer or Hybrid Lotion as per  
the muk Hybrid Color Lift and Deposit Chart.

DETERMINE THE  
UNDERLYING PIGMENT
Determine the underlying pigment at the  
level you are coloring to. Refer to the underlying 
pigment chart.

The underlying pigment will determine if your color 
choice is required to counteract or enhance the 
underlying pigment that will be present to achieve 
your target shade.

The underlying pigment is only a consideration 
when coloring lighter, or darkening previously 
colored hair, not when coloring natural hair darker.
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ARTIFICIAL COLOR WILL NOT GENERALLY 
LIFT AND LIGHTEN ARTIFICIAL COLOR.

6% (20 VOL) PEROXIDE WILL PROVIDE 
MAXIMUM COLORANT DEVELOPMENT  
AND OPTIMUM GREY COVERAGE.

USE THE LOWEST STRENGTH MUK 
DEVELOPER OR LOTION AVAILABLE TO 
ACHIEVE THE DESIRED RESULT.

A DEVELOPER STRENGTH LOWER THAN 
THIS WILL PROVIDE LESS  
GREY COVERAGE.

BASIC RULES TO REMEMBER
A few basic rules to remember when coloring hair:

2

1

4

3
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THERE ARE  
A NUMBER  

OF FACTORS  
TO CONSIDER  

WHEN DECIDING 
ANY HAIR COLOR.  

THE CHOICE 
MUST BE MADE 

AFTER MANY 
CONSIDERATIONS. 
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LIFT AND  
COLORING 
REFERENCE  
CHART
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LIFT AND  
COLORING 
REFERENCE  
CHART

USING THE CHART

Remember, density, texture and porosity play a  
major role in the outcome of artificial hair color  
and must be considered when selecting a shade.

When using the chart:

Follow the line to the box where your natural level 
and your target level meet. 

This will indicate if the hair requires pre-lightening, 
if its coloring on the same level, or how many 
shades lighter (-) or darker (+) the target shade is. 

The quick reference lift and coloring chart helps you determine 
the correct muk Hybrid Developer or muk Hybrid Lotion when 
formulating a color.

The areas shaded in yellow require pre-lightening 
with muk Ultra Lift Bleach. These desired levels 
cannot be achieved accurately with artificial 
hair color unless they are pre-lightened to the 
appropriate level.

The areas shaded in orange will produce a warm 
result when lifting the natural pigment more than 
one level. You will be required to choose a shade 
from a cool series to counteract the underlying 
pigment visible at the appropriate level for a 
natural result.

The areas shaded in green will produce natural 
results without the need to counteract any 
underlying warmth generated at the target level.
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REQUIRE PRE-LIGHTENING  
WITH MUK HYBRID ULTRA 

LIFT BLEACH

PRODUCE A  
WARM RESULT

PRODUCE  
NATURAL RESULTS

LIFT AND COLORING  
REFERENCE CHART

DENSITY, TEXTURE 
AND POROSITY 
PLAY A MAJOR 
ROLE IN THE 
OUTCOME OF 
ARTIFICIAL HAIR 
COLOR AND MUST 
BE CONSIDERED 
WHEN SELECTING  
A SHADE.
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FILLING  
AND  
COLORING 
DARKER
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REPLACING LOST  
NATURAL PIGMENTS

This is required when coloring hair darker that has 
been previously lightened two or more levels than 
the target shade, or hair has faded two levels  
or more.

Many causes can result in filling being required 
prior to a color service. 

These include:

• Excess color fade

• Darkening more than two levels

• Over lightening 

• Environmental factors

• Permanent waving

• Porosity

• Chemical services 

Effective filling requires the use of indirect 
pigments that require oxidising. This allows the 
filler to integrate with the selected color while it 
is developing to give a longer lasting, even color 
result. This increases the lasting power of the filler 
to eliminate any rapid fade.

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color when used as a filler 
is always mixed with muk Hybrid Lotion.

Filling, or re-pigmentisation, is replacing lost natural  
pigments back into the hair prior to a color service. 
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Filling, or re-pigmentisation, is replacing lost natural  
pigments back into the hair prior to a color service. 

TARGET  
LEVEL

FILL  
SELECTION

MIX  
RATIO

ULTRA BLONDE, 
HIGHLY POROUS OR 
INTENSE FASHION 

RESULT

9
10g 9.3 +  

1g Gold Concentrate

1 part color:  
2 parts muk  

Hybrid Lotion

Use 10g 9.3 +  
2g Gold  
Mix 1:3

8
¼ 8.43 +  

¾ 9.3

1 part color:  
2 parts muk  

Hybrid Lotion

Use ½ 8.43 +  
½ 8.3  

Mix 1:3

7
½ 8.4 +  
½ 8.3

1 part color:  
2 parts muk  

Hybrid Lotion

Use 8.4 only  
Mix 1:3

6
½ 7.4 +  
½ 7.3

1 part color:  
2 parts muk  

Hybrid Lotion

Use 7.4 only  
Mix 1:3

5
½ 6.4 +  
½ 6.3

1 part color:  
2 parts muk  

Hybrid Lotion

Use 6.4 only  
Mix 1:3

4 5.6
1 part color:  
2 parts muk  

Hybrid Lotion

Use 5.6 
Mix 1:3

3 5.6
1 part color:  
2 parts muk  

Hybrid Lotion

Use 5.6 
Mix 1:3

2 5.6
1 part color:  
2 parts muk  

Hybrid Lotion

Use 5.6 
Mix 1:3

1 5.6
1 part color:  
2 parts muk  

Hybrid Lotion

Use 5.6 
Mix 1:3
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APPLY FILLER TO 
DRY HAIR AND 

PROCESS FOR 15 
MINUTES. RINSE 

AND DRY HAIR 
COMPLETELY 

BEFORE APPLYING 
TARGET SHADE.
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MUK  
HYBRID  
CREAM  
HAIR  
COLOR 
APPLICATION
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MUK HYBRID CREAM  
HAIR COLOR

Normal coloring is applied to dry hair and timing 
commences at the completion of application. 

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color when mixed with 
muk Hybrid Lotion or Hybrid Intense Lotion can be 
applied to clean, dry or damp hair. Applied to dry 
hair, a demarcation line will remain visible as the 
color fades.

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color is applied with a bowl  
and brush for superior results. Apply color liberally  
and evenly to hair. 

TARGET  
LEVEL

VIRGIN (FIRST TIME)  
APPLICATION

RE-GROWTH  
APPLICATION

Cool shades  
(including .0)

Apply color from roots to ends. 
Process for full processing time.

Apply color to regrowth area and process for full 
processing time. Color balance with the same shade 
mixed with Hybrid Lotion for last 10 minutes if less  
than two levels of fade. Refer to filling chart if more  
than two levels of fade are present.

Warm shades  
(including double .0)

Apply to root area (first 1-2cm), dropping peroxide 
choice by one strength, then immediately apply 
same shade mixed with intended developer strength.
Commence timing when application is complete.

Apply color to regrowth area and process for full 
processing time. Color balance with same shade and 
Hybrid Intense Lotion for last 10 minutes if less than 
two levels of fade. Refer to filling chart if more than 
two levels of fade are present.

11 & 15 Series and High 
Lift and Deposit shades

Apply color to mid-lengths and ends (leaving first 
1-2cm) and commence timing for full processing 
time. After 10 minutes, apply color to root area and  
process for remainder of time.

Apply color to regrowth area and process  
for full processing time.

Grey coverage Always begin application at greyest area first. Always begin application at greyest area first.

Lightening Always begin application at the darkest area first. Always begin application at the darkest area first.
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HYBRID  
CREAM  
HAIR  
COLOR  
SERIES
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MUK HYBRID COLOR SERIES  
REFERENCE GUIDE
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color is a full service color range that will provide 
coverage, vibrancy and lustre to hair, whilst hydrating and repairing. 
Stunning results can now be achieved from one range  
of professional hair color, every time.

HYBRID  
SERIES

DESCRIPTION  
& FUNCTION

MIXING  
RATIO TIMING

.0 Cool Natural

100% grey coverage with a cool natural result.  
Can be used alone or mixed with cool fashion shades  
to achieve grey coverage without reducing vibrancy.  
The soft violet bases of lighter shades give beautiful  
soft toning on pre-lightened blondes.

1:1.5

HL 
HIL 
3% 
6% 
9% 

12%

35-45  
minutes

Double .0 Warm Natural
100% grey coverage with a warm natural result.  
Can be used alone or mixed with warm fashion shades  
to achieve grey coverage without reducing vibrancy.

1:1.5

HL 
HIL 
3% 
6% 
9%

35-45  
minutes

Permanent Coloring All colors in the muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color range  
can be intermixed for unlimited color combinations. 

1:1.5

3% 
6% 
9% 

12%

35-45  
minutes

Double Intense Reds 
.22 / .66 / .62

The Intense Red Series are a double concentration of pigment, 
resulting in vivid, vibrant and long lasting shades.  
These red shades can be intermixed with all shades  
of muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color.

1:1.5

HIL 
3% 
6% 
9% 

12%

45  
minutes

Inter-Blend Man 
3.11 / 4.11 / 5.11 / 6.11

Inter-Blend Man is an express grey blending men’s series. 
It is used on up to 30% grey. Inter-Blend Man is used with   
Inter-Blend Man Lotion only and will gradually fade from the hair 
over four weeks. Results are extremely cool ash tones, eliminating 
any unwanted warmth from the hair.

1:1.5

IBM Lotion

5  
minutes
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MUK HYBRID COLOR SERIES  
AT A GLANCE

HYBRID  
SERIES

DESCRIPTION  
& FUNCTION

MIXING  
RATIO TIMING

11 Series  
High Lift 
Blondes

The 11 Series High Lift 
Blondes are designed for use 
on natural hair, level 7  
or lighter. These high lifts  
are designed to give six 
shade results from three 
tubes. These results indicate 
lifting from a Level 7.

SHADE 9% 12%

1:2

9% 
12%

45  
minutes

1100 Sun  
kissed gold

Soft  
natural gold

1111 Sun kissed  
warm gold beige

Soft beige  
gold

1121 Sun kissed  
gold beige

Soft  
beige

15 Series  
High Lift 
Blondes

The 15 Series High Lift 
Blondes are for use on 
natural hair, level 6 or lighter.
These high lifts will provide 
the cleanest and highest 
lifting and toning. The 15 
Series will lift four levels.

SHADE 12%

1:2

12%

Up to 60  
minutes1511 Very soft, cool natural result

1517 Very soft, natural beige result.

High Lift and  
Deposit Reds

RED 
For use on level 5 and darker to produce vibrant red results on natural or previously colored 
hair when mixed with 9% or 12%. Results will be more intense on natural hair.  
For off scalp use only.

ORANGE 
For use on level 6 and darker to produce vibrant copper results on natural or previously 
colored hair when mixed with 6%, 9% or 12%. Results will be more intense on natural hair. 
For off scalp use only.

PURPLE 
For use on level 5 and darker to produce violet results on natural or previously colored hair 
when mixed with 9% or 12%. Results will be more intense on natural hair.  
For off scalp use only.

1:1.5

6% 
9% 

12%

Up to 60  
minutes

Demi 
Permanent 
Coloring

When mixed with muk Hybrid Lotion, Hybrid Pigment Technology allows muk Hybrid 
colorants to convert to a demi permanent hair color, achieving tone on tone coloring  
with no lifting of the natural hair.

1:2 20  
minutes

Intense Demi 
Permanent 
Coloring

Intense demi permanent coloring is achieved by mixing muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color 
with muk Hybrid Intense Lotion. muk Hybrid Intense Lotion is designed for use with high 
fashion shades to achieve maximum vibrancy from a demi. muk Hybrid Intense Lotion is 
also recommended when wanting to achieve maximum grey coverage from a demi.

1:2 20  
minutes
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HYBRID  
SERIES

DESCRIPTION  
& FUNCTION

MIXING  
RATIO TIMING

Concentrates

The muk Hybrid Concentrate Series can be intermixed with any shade in the range.  
When used alone, they are to be mixed with muk Hybrid Developer 3% and 6% for use  
on pre-lightened hair.

When intermixed with other series, muk Hybrid Developer must be added at the same  
ratio for the concentrate as the shade selected.

1:1.5

3% 
6% 
9% 

12%

Up to 45  
minutes

000 Lift 
intensifier

Lift intensifier cannot be used on its own and cannot be used with high lift blondes  
or high lift and deposit reds.

Lift intensifier will provide an additional half of one level of lift when mixed with  
other shades. It is mixed in equal parts to selected shade and additional muk  
Hybrid Developer in the same ratio is added to mix.

1:1.5
As per  

selected  
shade

Clear
Clear deposits no tone. It can be mixed with any muk Hybrid shade to reduce  
or enhance tone. Clear can be mixed in any ratio to other shades. 
When used alone, clear will provide shine and gloss to the hair. 

1:2

HYBRID  
LOTION

As per  
selected  
shade

Blonde  
Toning

APPLICATION MIXING TIMING CONSIDERATIONS

Express toning

1 part muk Hybrid Color

plus

2 parts muk Hybrid Lotion

Up to 10 minutes
Ideal application for hair where the lift is even  

and the porosity is low.  

Suitable for immediate application when mixed.

Controlled 
toning

1 part muk Hybrid Color

plus

3 parts muk Hybrid Lotion

Up to 20 minutes

Ideal application for hair that has been  
extremely lifted, or porosity is much greater.   
This application allows you more time and  
control as you tone the pre-lightened hair.

Suitable for immediate application when mixed.

Texture toning

1 part muk Hybrid Color

plus

1 part muk Hybrid Lotion

plus 

1 part muk Hybrid Converter

Up to 10 minutes

Ideal application for all techniques where you  
are toning pre-lightened hair in amongst  

natural/virgin hair and you require no lift or tone  
on that natural hair.

Once mixed, whip together in the bowl for  
3 minutes to assist the converter expelling any  

excess ammonia from the color.

This application is perfect for toning highlights.
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INTER- 
BLEND 
MAN
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4.11

It will blend and mask up to 30% grey, providing  
a natural shade that does not cover the grey,  
but blends with the natural hair. Inter-Blend Man 
uses double pigment ash reflects for a super  
cool result, eliminating any unwanted warm/
orange tones.

Color will gradually fade from the hair leaving no 
visible sign of hair color. 

Inter-Blend Man is a service that can be offered 
with a haircut in a timely manner, producing 
natural results.

INTER-BLEND MAN (IBM)

Mask up to 30% grey

5.11

3.11

SHADE CHOICES
Inter-Blend Man utilises the shades  
from the .11 series.

6.11

A 5 minute express grey blending service for men.
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UP TO 30% GREY

COLOR MIX IBM LOTION MIXING RATIO TIMING

3.11 Yes 1:1.5

5 Minutes.

Increase to max.  
10 minutes to  
increase blending.

4.11 Yes 1:1.5

5 Minutes.

Increase to max.  
10 minutes to  
increase blending.

5.11 Yes 1:1.5

5 Minutes.

Increase to max.  
10 minutes to  
increase blending.

6.11 Yes 1:1.5

5 Minutes.

Increase to max.  
10 minutes to  
increase blending.
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30% – 50% GREY

COLOR MIX IBM LOTION MIXING RATIO TIMING

½ 3.11 + ½ 3.0 Yes 1:1.5

5 Minutes.

Increase to max.  
10 minutes to  
increase blending.

½ 4.11 + ½ 4.0 Yes 1:1.5

5 Minutes.

Increase to max.  
10 minutes to  
increase blending.

½ 5.11 + ½ 5.0 Yes 1:1.5

5 Minutes.

Increase to max.  
10 minutes to  
increase blending.

½ 6.11 + ½ 6.0 Yes 1:1.5

5 Minutes.

Increase to max.  
10 minutes to  
increase blending.

INTER-BLEND MAN 
PROVIDES A NATURAL 

SHADE THAT DOES NOT 
COVER THE GREY,  

BUT BLENDS WITH THE 
NATURAL HAIR.
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MUK  
HYBRID  
ULTRA  
LIFT  
BLEACH
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1 BLEACH. 4 RESULTS.

The white powder will not distort any underlying 
pigment when checking lift during the  
de-colorising process, allowing you total  
accuracy and control when determining  
when to rinse and remove.

muk Hybrid Ultra Lift Bleach can be used to lighten 
natural hair up to nine levels and can be used with 
on and off scalp techniques. 

muk Hybrid Ultra Lift Bleach is a high 
performance, fast and effective bleach.  
Be sure to check your application during 
processing at regular, 5 minute intervals. 
DO NOT leave unattended or unchecked.

muk Hybrid Ultra Lift Bleach is a dust free and paraben free  
pure white bleaching powder. 

muk Hybrid Ultra Lift Bleach is designed to 
produce clean and clear lightening results whilst 
maintaining the health and integrity of the hair.  
You will achieve superior results from all levels  
of natural and previously colored hair.

Additional heat must not be applied to on scalp  
or foil/meche applications.
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MIXING
Mix muk Hybrid Ultra Lift Bleach in a non-metallic 
bowl with the appropriate muk Hybrid Developer or 
Lotion (refer to the usage) until it is a smooth and 
even consistency. 

The normal mixing ratio for muk Hybrid Ultra Lift 
Bleach is 1:2. Freehand mixing ratio is 1:1.5.

USAGE AND TIMING

ON SCALP
FREEHAND 

(OFF SCALP)
FOILS 

(OFF SCALP)

MIXING 
RATIO 1:2 1:1.5 1:2

DEVELOPER  
/ LOTION

Hybrid Lotion 
Hybrid Intense Lotion 
10 Vol 
20 Vol

10 Vol 
20 Vol 
30 Vol

Hybrid Lotion 
Hybrid Intense Lotion 
10 Vol 
20 Vol 

MAXIMUM 
TIMING 55 Minutes 55 Minutes 55 Minutes

MAXIMUM 
LEVELS LIFT Up to 9 Levels Up to 6 Levels Up to 9 Levels

APPLICATION
Always apply the muk Hybrid Ultra Lift Bleach 
mixture to clean, dry hair.  Application should 
commence at the darkest area first, which in 
most cases is the nape.  Commence timing for 
a maximum of 55 minutes.  Apply bleach to the 
hairline areas after 10 - 15 minutes, but where very 
fine and delicate hair is present, delay application 
to these areas further.
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PROCESSING AND TIMING
Maximum timing for muk Hybrid Ultra Lift Bleach  
is 55 minutes. Be sure to check the hair regularly 
during the processing time. Do not extend 
processing time beyond 55 minutes. 

REMOVAL
Once timing is complete and the correct lift is 
achieved, rinse hair thoroughly with tepid water 
until water runs clear. Shampoo twice with Vivid 
muk Color Lock Shampoo and finish with Vivid 
muk Color Lock Conditioner.

REMOVING ARTIFICIAL PIGMENTS
Removing artificial pigment from previously 
colored hair requires a gentle and slower approach 
to lightening than lifting natural hair. The pigments 
are easier to shift and reduce for removal, therefore 
we can achieve perfect results while further 
increasing the integrity of the hair.  
Unlike natural melanin in the cortex of the hair 
which can be difficult to remove.

NATURAL HAIR ARTIFICIAL PIGMENT

UP TO 2 
SHADES

20g muk Hybrid Ultra Lift 
Bleach plus 40g muk  
Hybrid Lotion.

20g muk Hybrid Ultra Lift Bleach plus  
20g Hybrid Intense Lotion plus 20g  
muk Hybrid Converter

2 SHADES  
OR MORE

20g muk Hybrid Ultra Lift 
Bleach plus 40g muk Hybrid 
Intense Lotion.

20g muk Hybrid Ultra Lift Bleach plus  
40g muk Hybrid Lotion or Developer.

POST CARE
Hair lightened with bleach requires adequate home 
hair care. Clients should be recommended the 
correct muk Haircare home care products  
for their hair.
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MUK HYBRID CLAY

MIXING
1 part Hybrid Bleach + 1 Part Hybrid Clay:   
1.5 parts Hybrid Lotion/Developer.

( e.g.  20g Hybrid Bleach + 20g Hybrid Clay + 60g  
Hybrid Lotion or Developer)

Maximum timing 55 minutes. No heat.

Can be used on scalp or in foils with a  
maximum of 6% developer.

muk Hybrid Clay Bleach converter is NOT a bleach.

It is the first Clay Bleach Converter that is added to bleach to create a 
premium lightening system designed for all freehand lightening services.

Mixed with muk Hybrid Lotion, Hybrid Intense Lotion, Hybrid 3%,  
6% or 9% you can lighten hair achieving up to 6 levels of lift.

BLEACH 10g 20g 30g 40g 50g

CLAY 10g 20g 30g 40g 50g

DEVELOPER 30g 60g 90g 120g 150g
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BLONDE TONING.

Typically, there are 3 types of blonde hair that you 
may be toning:

1. Natural levels 7 and lighter that have been 
pre-lightened using a high lift tint with 30 or 40 
volume peroxide.

2. Any natural level that has been pre-lightened 
using bleach with 20 or 30 volume peroxide.

3. Natural level 8, 9 or 10 blonde that may have 
been lightened using a permanent color.

Then you must consider the technique that has 
been used to pre-lighten for any blonde toning 
application.  

This could include:

1. Foils/highlights:  you are toning pre-lightened 
blonde hair surrounded by often virgin hair that 
does not require toning.

2. Full head toning: the whole head of hair has 
been pre-lightened and requires toning.  There is 
no virgin hair present.

3. Freehand: this technique can present a number 
of options in itself.  There may or may not be 
virgin hair amongst the pre-lightened hair.

Whilst toning blonde hair is a precision exercise, understanding the hair you 
are working with takes all the guesswork away, and allows you to produce 
beautiful, clear and bright blondes easily and exactly.  This consideration must 
be used in conjunction with your underlying pigment chart and color wheel to 
help you choose the perfect counteracting or enhancing toner for your pre-
lightened blonde hair.

All of these applications and techniques must be 
considered to successfully tone pre-lightened hair.

muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color affords you the 
luxury of successfully toning all blonde hair, 
regardless of technique or application used to 
achieve the lift.
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APPLICATION MIXING TIMING CONSIDERATIONS

Express toning

1 part muk Hybrid Color

plus

2 parts muk Hybrid Lotion

Up to 10 minutes

Ideal application for hair where the lift is even  
and the porosity is low.  

Suitable for immediate application when mixed.

Once mixed, stir constantly for 3-5 minutes before 
applying.

Controlled toning

1 part muk Hybrid Color

plus 
 
3 parts muk Hybrid Lotion

Up to 20 minutes

Ideal application for hair that has been  
extremely lifted, or porosity is much greater.   
This application allows you more time and  
control as you tone the pre-lightened hair.

Once mixed, stir constantly for 3-5 minutes before 
applying.

Texture toning

1 part muk Hybrid Color

plus

1 part muk Hybrid Lotion

plus 

1 part muk Hybrid 
Converter

Up to 10 minutes

Ideal application for all techniques where you  
are toning pre-lightened hair in amongst  

natural/virgin hair and you require no lift or tone  
on that natural hair.

Once mixed, whip together in the bowl for  
3 minutes to assist the converter expelling any  

excess ammonia from the color.

This application is perfect for toning highlights.
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BLONDE TONING.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO MIX YOUR TONER AS FOLLOWS
1.  Mix muk hybrid Color and Muk Hybrid Lotion together...  

Stir for 3 – 5 minutes. 

2. Add muk Hybrid Converter to the mix and stir to mix.

3. IF USING HYBRID EQUALIZER, ADD EQUALISER LAST.

Muk Hybrid Colour gives you three choices of application 
when toning pre-lightened hair on a level 8, 9 or 10.

As fine hair can shift in level during the toning process,  
it will also benefit from the effects of Hybrid Converter  
by reducing this risk.

APPLICATION Express toning Controlled toning Texture toning

MIXING 1 Part colour plus 
2 parts hybrid lotion

1 Part colour plus 
3 parts hybrid lotion

1 Part colour plus 

1 part hybrid  

lotion plus 

1 part hybrid converter

TIMING Up to 10 minutes Up to 20 minutes Up to 10 minutes

CONSIDERATIONS
For well lightened  
hair with low and  

even porosity

For hair that is uneven  
in lightening or has 

extreme porosity

For foil/highlight/
freehand toning to 

ensure you don’t break 
the base of the natural 

hair in between the 
lightened hair. Ideal for 

fine hair.
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MUK HYBRID EQUALISER.
Add to any 8, 9 or 10 level toner to adjust the 
operating ph level of the prepared color, resulting in 
a toner performing as gentle as an acid color on the 
scalp and hair. 

muk Hybrid Equalizer is the perfect addition to any 
toner mix for all clients after a full scalp bleach or 
clients that have a sensitive scalp.

TOTAL MIX  
AMOUNT  
IN BOWL

30g 40g 50g 60g 70g 80g 90g 100g

ADD  
HYBRID 
CONVERTOR 
AMOUNT

5g 6g 8g 10g 11g 13g 15g 16g

muk Hybrid Equaliser is added LAST to the final mix, at a ratio of 1:6 
(including Hybrid Lotion and Hybrid Converter, if added).

To work out the amount required to add, simply divide the quantity  
of your FINAL MIX and divide (colour plus developer) by 6. 

This is the amount of Hyrbid Equaliser that is added.
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COLOR 
REMOVAL  
AND  
HOME  
CARE
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COLOR REMOVAL  
AND HOME CARE

Vivid muk Color Lock Shampoo and Conditioner 
is a weightless detangling formula, designed to 
nourish the hair, extend the life of new color and 
protect from color fading. Vivid muk is safe for use 
on all hair types and after all hair color services.

The addition of zinc allows Vivid muk to provide 
maximum fade protection from the sun’s harsh UV 
rays and significantly reduce color fade from the hair.

Once processing is complete, rinse hair 
thoroughly with tepid water until it runs clear and 
all color is removed. Apply Vivid muk Color Lock 
Shampoo and rinse. Finish with Vivid muk Color 
Lock Conditioner before final rinse.

While muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color is water soluble and can be 
removed from the hair with water, we suggest finishing the color 
service by treating the hair with Vivid muk Color Lock  
Shampoo and Conditioner. 

HOME CARE
In order for colored hair to look its best for longer, 
it is the client’s responsibility to ensure their 
colored hair receives the best treatment at home.

• Always recommend the appropriate muk 
Shampoo, Conditioner and Treatment/Mask 
for colored hair.

• Hair that is freshly colored is fragile until  
the hair re-hardens to its original state.  
You should educate clients that for the  
first 48 hours they should avoid swimming, 
UV rays and excessive cleansing. This can 
lead to excessive color fade.




